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Abstract. Mobile traffic in cellular networks is increasing 
exponentially, mainly due to the use of data intensive ser-
vices like video. One way to cope with these demands is to 
reduce the cell-size by deploying small-cells along the 
coverage area of the current macro-cell system. The de-
ployment of small-cells significantly improves indoor cov-
erage. Nevertheless, as additional spectrum licenses are 
difficult and expensive to acquire it is expected that the 
macro and small-cells will coexist under the same spec-
trum. The coexistence of the two systems results in cross-
tier/inter-system interference. In this context, we design 
several interference alignment based techniques for the 
downlink of heterogeneous networks, in order to cancel the 
interference generated from macro-cell at small-cell user 
terminals. More specifically, in this contribution we design 
interference alignment methods under different levels of 
inter-system coordination and the constraint that the per-
formance of macro-cell system is kept close to the case 
where small-cell system is switched-off. Numerical results 
demonstrate that the proposed methods achieve close to 
the optimal performance with low overhead. 
Keywords 
Interference alignment, space-frequency block codes, 
heterogeneous networks, small-cells, MIMO-OFDM, 
downlink.  
1. Introduction 
The proliferation of wireless devices, such as smart 
phones, mobile broadband modems, tablets, and mobile 
data applications, will in the near future be overwhelming 
wireless networks. The expected increasing demand for 
high data rates has urged mobile operators to explore new 
ways in order to improve the coverage and provide boost in 
the network capacity [1]. Cell reduction concept is one of 
the key enabling technologies to increase the network ca-
pacity as demanded for the evolution of mobile technolo-
gies towards 5G. Network densification through use of 
small cells (SCs) has been considered in 3GPP which made 
small cells an integral part of LTE Advanced by develop-
ing the concept of heterogeneous networks (HetNets) 
[2]–[5]. Small cells are formed by low-power and reduced-
size wireless access points that operate in licensed spec-
trum and are operator-managed. They operate inside the 
coverage area of a macro-cell, creating a heterogeneous 
network, and offer great advantages for operators and for 
users, who get better coverage and higher data rate, and 
can access new services [6]. Another key aspect in next 
generation cellular networks is the spectral efficiency that 
is becoming more and more important in order to utilize 
the limited spectrum efficiently. Therefore, to ensure fair 
and economical use of available spectrum, relevant stan-
dardization bodies have established spectrum allocation 
policies. However, several measurement studies reveal that 
the fixed spectrum policies led to inefficient spectrum 
utilization [7]. Moreover, it indicates that there is space to 
improve the spectrum utilization process.  
As frequency is a scarce resource and acquiring spec-
trum licenses for small-cells is difficult and expensive, it is 
preferred that the small-cells share the frequency band with 
the macro-cell system. However, this results in a number of 
challenges namely related with interference management 
[8]. Not only should the interference between the macro-
cell and small-cells be considered, but also the interference 
among the small cells introduces a complex problem [9], 
[10]. The macro-cell system is the owner of the spectrum 
license and in the literature of cognitive radio (CR) [11]–
[13] the macro-cell terminals are denominated as primary 
users. Similarly, the small-cell terminals use the spectrum 
of the former in an opportunistic way and are denominated 
secondary. In this context, the wireless networks require 
more careful and dynamic planning and if these two 
systems are not carefully designed then it will cause 
harmful interference, hence degrading the performance of 
both macro-cell and small-cell systems [14]. In order to 
deal with interference issues in heterogeneous networks 
different interference management techniques have been 
proposed [15]–[17]. Also multiple antenna techniques in 
combination with CR have been considered in some 
publications [18], [19]. 
In [20] the authors have considered an underlay CR 
uplink scenario, where both primary and secondary sys-
tems have two antennas. Secondary users use the two 
antennas to insert a null in the direction of primary BS and 
protect the primary users from secondary interference. On 
the other hand, two antennas are used at primary users in 
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order to perform beam steering in the direction of the pri-
mary BS. One recent and effective solution to deal with 
interference in two tiered networks is the interference 
alignment (IA) [21] technique. The concept of IA has 
emerged as a key approach to align an arbitrary large num-
ber of interferers and achieve the maximum degree of free-
dom (DoF) in wireless networks [22], [23]. In [23] the 
authors proposed a new interference alignment scheme for 
heterogeneous networks with multiple antennas. The 
scheme proposed successively creates transmit beamform-
ing vectors for the small-cell BSs (SBSs) and for the macro 
BS (MBS) assuming that they have different number of 
transmit antennas. 
Furthermore, the concept of IA has been jointly used 
with CR in order to mitigate interference in two-tiered 
networks [24], [25]. In [24] the authors proposed a novel 
overlay cognitive interference alignment scheme to in-
crease the spectral efficiency of the two-tiered networks. In 
[25] a novel cross-tier IA scheme in conjunction with CR 
to mitigate the interference in heterogeneous networks was 
derived. In [26] a joint IA and cognitive communication 
technique in order to mitigate interference of small-cell 
user terminals (UTs) towards the macro base station was 
proposed. The authors proposed three IA methods with 
different levels of inter-system information exchange: 
coordinated, static and uncoordinated approaches. The 
coordinated method achieves the best performance but has 
very high inter-system information exchange requirements 
while on the other hand the uncoordinated method requires 
no information exchange but the performance is degraded. 
Therefore, to overcome the shortcomings of coordinated 
and uncoordinated methods, the authors in [27] proposed 
a coordinated one-bit method for the uplink of heterogene-
ous networks. In [28] the methods mentioned in [27] were 
extended for the downlink of a heterogeneous network. 
The amount of information that needs to be ex-
changed between the cooperating identities is a key aspect 
in coordinated based networks as it defines the overhead 
needed by the network to get the benefits from coopera-
tion. If full information exchange is available between the 
macro-cell and small-cells, the system achieves the best 
performance at the expense of a high overhead while where 
no information is exchanged between the two systems, 
there is no overhead but the system experiences the worst 
performance as discussed in [26]–[28]. The development 
of schemes that can provide close to optimal performance 
with limited information exchange and without any inter-
system coordination is therefore of paramount importance. 
Therefore, the main contributions of this work are the fol-
lowing 
 Extension of the IA schemes proposed in [28] for 
a specific antenna configuration scenario, to a more 
generic antenna configuration in the downlink of 
heterogeneous networks. 
 Proposal of a new efficient IA scheme under limited  
information exchange to tackle the interference of 
macro-cell system at small-cell UTs (SUTs). Namely, 
only a quantized version of the alignment direction is 
fed back from MBS to the small-cell system. 
 Proposal of new joint IA and space-frequency block 
codes (SFBC) based schemes that allows efficient 
spectral coexistence of the two systems without any 
inter-system information-exchange requirements. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec- 
tion 2 introduces the system and signal models. In Sec. 3, 
we start by summarizing the related work and then the 
proposed schemes are derived in detail. In Sec. 4, we pre-
sent the numerical results and performance comparison of 
the proposed methods with existing ones. Finally, conclu-
sions are provided in Sec. 5. 
Notations: Bold upper case letters denote matrices, bold 
lower case letters denote vectors. The operations (.)H and 
(.)* stands for the Hermitian transpose and conjugate of 
a matrix, respectively. null(A) denotes a matrix whose 
columns span the null-space of matrix ( )A  and A = 
diag(A1, A2) a diagonal matrix with entries A1 and A2. A(n) 
denotes the column n of matrix A and A(m,n) the entry at 
row m and column n of matrix A. 2  denotes the noise 
variance per subcarrier and I  denotes the identity matrix. 
2. System Model 
We consider the downlink of a two-tiered network 
with K small-cells overlaid within the coverage region of 
macro-cell and sharing the same spectrum. Furthermore, 
the small-cell base stations (SBSs) are able to cooperate 
through a backhaul network (e.g Radio over Fiber) to 
a central unit (CU) that allows joint processing of trans-
mitted signals as depicted in Fig. 1. We consider the 
downlink scenario, i.e. both MBS and SBSs transmit data 
to the corresponding UTs. We consider that the MBS 
serves only one user terminal, macro UT (MUT), per sub- 
Desired signal
Interfering signal
Backhaul network
Macro‐cell
SBS1 SUT1
SBSK SUTK
CU
MUT
Small‐cells
MBS
 
Fig. 1. System model: Small-cells within the coverage area of 
macro-cell.  
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of considered system. 
carrier1, and the SBS k  serves only the small-cell user 
terminal k (SUTk) i = {1, …, K}. Furthermore, we assume 
OFDM based terminals with Nc subcarriers, where the 
transmit power per subcarrier of MBS and SBSs is con-
straint to Pm and Ps, respectively. 
2.1 Signal Model without SFBC 
In this section, we describe the signal model of the 
macro-cell and small-cell systems for the case where no 
space-frequency coding is employed at the MBS. The 
block diagram of the considered systems is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
2.1.1 Macro-Cell System 
At the macro-cell system we assume that the MBS 
and MUT have Mm and Nm antennas, respectively. The 
transmitted signal ( fmx ) at the MBS on subcarrier f is given 
by 
 ( )f f fm m m mx V d  (1) 
where 2 (/ )f H fm m m mP tr  V V , fmV  m mM N and fmd  mN  
denote a normalizing constant, the precoder and the 
transmitted symbols at the MBS, respectively. 
The received signal in the frequency domain at the 
MUT ( mNfm y  ) can be mathematically expressed as 
 1 2
f f f f f f
m m s m  y G x G x n   (2) 
where  
f
sx  s
KM , 1fG  m mN M , 2fG m sKN M  and fmn  mN , 
denote the overall transmitted signal at small-cells, the 
channel between MBS and MUT, the overall channel 
                                                          
1 Considering an OFDM/A based system, the total number of 
macro-cell users can be significantly larger than one, since different set of 
resources can be allocated to different users. 
between CU and MUT (i.e., the channels between the 
SBSs and the MUT) and the zero mean white Gaussian 
noise with variance 2 , respectively. We consider that at 
the macro-cell BS only 1
fG  is known and it has no infor-
mation about the small-cell system. Furthermore, we 
assume that the MUT is a mobile terminal and then 1
fG  
and the precoder fmV  (function of macro-cell channel 1
fG ) 
changes on every Transmission Time Interval (TTI).  
2.1.2 Small-Cell System 
In the small-cell system, each SBSs has Ms transmit 
and the SUTk {1, , }k K   has Ns receive antennas. The 
transmitted signal ( fsx ) at the CU on subcarrier f is 
expressed as 
 ( )f f fs s s sx V d   (3) 
where fsV
(N )s s mK N KM  , 1[ ]f fs sk k K d d  ( )s mN KN  , 
f
skd  s m
NN  and 2 (/ )f Hs s sfs P tr  V V denote the overall 
precoder computed at the CU, the concatenation of the K 
SBSs transmit symbols, the SBS k transmit symbols and 
a normalizing constant. 
The received signal after the filter matrix ( fkW ) at the 
kSUT  is 
 ( )f f f f f f fsk k k m k s sk  z W F x H x n   (4) 
where fkF  s m
N M , fkH  s s KN M  and fskn  sN  de-
note the channel between the MBS and SUTk, the overall 
channel between the SBSs and SUTk and the zero mean 
white Gaussian noise with variance 2 at SUTk, respec-
tively. In the following, we assume that the SUTs are low 
mobility terminals2 and then the channel fkF  can be con-
sidered as quasi-static which reduces the overhead required 
for their estimation. 
2.2 Signal Model with SFBC 
In this section, we describe the signal model for the 
case where space-frequency coding is performed at the 
MBS. Two SFBC are considered: the standard Alamouti 
[29] with the data symbols coded in space and frequency as 
shown in Fig. 3, and the double-SFBC based scheme [30]. 
The latter one is an extension of the  standard  two transmit 
 
Fig. 3. SFBC scheme at MBS. 
                                                          
2 Since the terminals associated to the small-cells are mainly 
indoor/pedestrian users. 
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antenna SFBC to 4 transmit antennas, i.e., two pairs of data 
symbols are transmitted in parallel over 2 subcarriers, as 
shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, from the context of space-
time/space-frequency coding literature, the channel be-
tween two adjacent carriers is assumed to be approximately 
constant3, i.e. 1 21 1
f fG G .  
2.2.1 Macro-Cell System with SFBC Scheme 
In this case we employ the standard Alamouti SFBC 
based scheme at the macro-cell system, assuming that the 
transmitter has Mm = 2 antennas and the receiver a single 
antenna, Nm = 1. In this well-known method the encoder 
takes a block of two data symbols, i.e. d1, d2. At a given 
subcarrier, two symbols are simultaneously transmitted 
from the two antennas, as shown in Fig. 3. For the first 
subcarrier f1 the symbol transmitted from the first antenna 
is denoted by d1 and from the second one by d2 and over 
subcarrier f2, (–d2)* and (d1)* are transmitted from the first 
and second antennas, respectively. The transmitted signal 
at the MBS on subcarriers f1 ( 1fmx ) and f2 ( 2
f
mx ) is given by 
 
*
1 21 2)(
2 1
,    f fm m
d d
d d
          
x x . (5) 
From (5) the received signal at MUT on subcarrier f1 ( 1fmy ) 
is given by 
 1 1 1 1 1 11(1) 1 1(2) 2 2 ,
f f f f f f
m s md d   y G G G x n   (6) 
and at subcarrier f2 (after applying the conjugate operator) 
the received signal 
*
2( )f
my  is 
 
* * * * * *
2 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1(1) 2 1(2) 1 2 .
f f f f f f
m s md d    y G G G x n   (7) 
In order to deal with the interference coming from the 
small-cell system towards MUT, zero forcing is used. After 
the small-cell interference removal through the precoding 
done at the SBSs a standard Alamouti decoding process is 
performed, to detect the transmitted symbols at the MUT. 
2.2.2 Macro-Cell System with Double-SFBC Scheme 
As discussed before the SFBC scheme is restricted to 
2 antennas at the transmitter side. Therefore, we consider  
 
Fig. 4. Double-SFBC scheme at MBS. 
                                                          
3 The OFDM based systems are usually designed so that channels 
between some adjacent carriers are approximately flat. 
the double-SFBC based scheme to be able to use more than 
2 transmit antennas and increase the multiplexing gain. We 
assume that the transmitter has four (Mm = 4) and the re-
ceiver has a pair of antennas (Nm = 2), as shown in Fig. 4. 
With this method two pairs of two data symbols are trans-
mitted in parallel. The four data symbols are transmitted 
over four antennas on only two subcarriers f1 and f2 
according to the following encoding matrix 
 
*
1 2
21
12 ( )
43
34
,f fm m
dd
dd
dd
dd
                  
x x . (8) 
For this case, the received signals at the lth antenna on 
frequencies f1 and f2 can be written as 
 
1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
( ,1) 1( ,1) 1 1( ,2) 2
1( ,3) 3 1( ,4) 4 2 ,
f f f
m l l l
f f f f f
l l s m
d d
d d
 
   
y G G
G G G x n
  (9) 
 
* * *
2 2 2
* * * * *
2 2 2 2 2
( ) ( ) ( )
,1 1( ,1) 2 1( ,2) 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ) ( )
1( ,3) 4 1( ,4) 3
)
2
(
( .
f f f
m l l l
f f f f f
l l s m
d d
d d
  
   
y G G
G G G x n
  (10) 
Once again the interfering signal from the small-cell 
system at MUT, as seen in (9) and (10), is mitigated by 
using ZF. In this approach, after the small-cell interference 
removal the transmitted data symbols are separated by 
using a minimum mean square error (MMSE) based 
equalizer. In order to explain the decoding process to esti-
mate the transmitted symbols at MUT, the combination of 
the four received signals at each antenna can be presented 
in matrix form as follows  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
2 2
1 1
1
2 2
1
1
1 1,1 1 2,1
1 1,2 1 2,21 2 3 4
* * * *
2 1 4 3 1 1,3 1 2,3
1 1,4 1 2,
1,1 2,1
1,1 2,1
1,1 2,1
1,1 ,1
4
2
                          
f f
m m
f f
f f
f ff f
m m
f f
m m
f f
m
f
m
f
d d d d
d d d d
       
  
          
  


G G
G G
G G
G
y y
y y
n n
n n
G
(11) 
which is equivalent to have, 
 
 
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 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 1 1 11
1 1 1 11
* * * **
2 1 1 1 1
* * * * *
2 1 1 1 1
1 1,1 1 1,2 1 1,3 1 1,41,1
1 2,1 1 2,2 1 2,3 1 2,42,1
1,1 1 1,2 1 1,1 1 1,4 1 1,3
2,1 1 2,2 1 2,1 1 2,4 1 2,3
eq
f f f ff
m
f f f ff
m
f f f f f
m
f f f f f
m
                        
G
G G G Gy
G G G Gy
y G -G G -G
y G -G G -G 
 
 
 
 
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1
1
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2
*
2
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1,1
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2,1
              
f
m
f
m
f
m
f
m
d
d
d
d
      
         
n
n
n
n
  (12) 
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Since we assume that 1 21 1
f fG G , we simplified the 
notation in (11) and (12) by using only the superscript f1. It 
can be seen from (12) that the four transmitted data 
symbols can be separated by using MMSE equalizer 
( MMSEw ), which for this case is given by,  
 2 1( ) .H HMMSE eq eq eq   w G G G I   (13) 
2.2.3 Small-Cell System 
The signal model of the small-cell system for the 
methods with SFBC scheme is the same as described in 
Sec. 2.1.2. The only difference is the number of subcarriers 
used at small-cells to detect the signals, for this case two 
subcarriers are used. The received signal ( 1fsky ) at the SUTk 
on subcarrier f1 is given by 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 .f f f f f fsk k m k s sk  y F x H x n   (14) 
Similarly, at subcarrier f2 after the application of the 
conjugate operator, the received signal 
*
2( )f
sky  at kSUT  is 
 
* * * * *
2 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .f f f f f fsk k m k s sk  y F x H x n   (15) 
To remove the interference generated by the MBS the SUTk 
applies the filter matrix fkW to the concatenation of the 
received signals at subcarriers f1 and f2 ( fsky  
1[( )f Hsk y , *2( )( ) ]f H Hsky ) 
 .f f fsk k skz W y   (16) 
The filter matrix fkW is designed in the next sections, by 
forcing to zero the interference arriving from the MBS. 
3. Precoders and Filter Matrices 
Design 
We design the precoder and filter matrices of the 
macro-cell and small-cell terminals, such that the two 
systems can coexist within the same spectrum. We consider 
different levels of cooperation between the two systems in 
order to design the filter matrix of our proposed schemes. 
First, we summarize the previously proposed methods of 
[28]. Then, we present in detail the proposed coordinated 
2n-Bit and the joint IA with SFBC and double-SFBC 
schemes. 
3.1 Extended and Proposed Methods without 
SFBC 
In this section, first we extend the methods discussed 
in [28], where we considered a specific scenario with each 
terminal having two antennas except the macro UT that has 
a single antenna. In this work, we extend those schemes for 
a general number of antennas at each terminal and for the 
case where OFDM modulation is considered. Then we 
design a new IA based scheme for the considered hetero-
geneous systems. Namely, the coordinated 2n-Bit ap-
proach, which is an extension of the 2-bit method proposed 
in [28]. 
3.1.1 Full-Coordinated Method 
Assuming the knowledge of the 1
fG  channel at the 
MBS, the data vector can be linear precoded to efficiently 
separate the spatial streams at the MUT. For the case where 
the MUT is equipped with single antenna a maximal ratio 
transmission (MRT) based precoder can be employed as in 
[28]. When the MUT is equipped with an antenna array 
a ZF or MMSE based precoders can be used. In this work, 
we consider the ZF based precoder at the MBS given by 
 11 1 1( ) .
H Hf f f f
m
V G G G   (17) 
It is assumed that the macro-cell system is not aware of the 
presence of small-cell system within its boundaries and the 
precoder fmV  used at the macro-cell system does not 
change due to the existence of small-cell terminals. In the 
downlink the MBS interferes with the SUTs. From (1) and 
(4), we can see that to enforce the zero interference condi-
tion and mitigate the interference coming from MBS the 
filter matrix at kSUT  must satisfy  
 0.f f fk k m W F V   (18) 
Let us define matrix null( )f fmA V , which we 
denominate by alignment direction in the following, then 
from (18) we have 
 .f f fk k W F A   (19) 
From the point of view of each kSUT , {1, , }k K  the 
equivalent channel f fk kW F  is identical to 
fA . That is, the 
filter matrix aligns all channels and the final channel is 
orthogonal to the MBS precoder so that the zero 
interference condition is satisfied. 
From (18) it follows that to satisfy the zero 
interference condition the filter matrix ( fkW ) at SUTs is 
 null( ),f f fk k mW F V   (20) 
 null( ).f fm VA   (21) 
where fA is the alignment direction that completely 
describes the MBS interfering signal towards the SUTs. 
Assuming the knowledge of alignment direction or equiva-
lently of the MBS precoder the small-cells can align their 
transmission accordingly without experiencing any inter-
ference from macro-cell system. 
As can be seen from (20) and (21), the design of ma-
trix fkW  requires the knowledge of the precoder 
f
mV  and 
channels fkF . The channels 
f
kF  as described in Sec. 2.1.2, 
are quasi-static and they can be easily estimated at the 
SUTs. On the other hand, the precoder fmV  changes on 
every TTI since it depends on the channel between the 
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MBS and MUT, i.e. 1
fG . This means that alignment direc-
tion matrix must be exchanged between the two systems 
every TTI. Other possible strategy consists in estimating 
the equivalent channel f fk mF V , by listening to the pilot 
signals, but it will also require a high pilot density. 
Let us now discuss the interference that SBSs may 
cause in the MUT. Evidently, the small-cell system should 
not interfere with the macro-cell system (i.e. the macro-cell 
has the priority to access the available resources). Also the 
SUTs should not interfere with each other. We consider 
that the SBSs are connected via backhaul network to a CU 
in order to perform joint processing of transmitted signals. 
The CU has enough DoF (i.e. sKM ) to cancel both the 
interference that the SBSs cause in the MUT and the inter-
ference between SUTs. In order to design the precoding 
matrix at the CU ZF is used, to zero force the macro-cell 
and small-cell channels together. In this context, the ZF 
precoder fsV , computed at the CU, is given by 
 1( )
H Hf f f f
s
V B B B   (22) 
where f f feqB W H , 2 1[( ) , ( ) , ,( ) ]f f H f H f H Heq K H G H H  
and 1( , ,... ,... )
f f
k K
f fdiagW I W W W . The filter matrix 
f
kW  is known at the CU since the channels 
f
kF  are quasi-
static, the SUTs may feedback them to the CU without 
much overhead requirements. 
3.1.2 Uncoordinated-Static Method 
For this method we follow the same procedure to re-
move the interferences (inter-system and between small-
cell UTs) as the previous one, but now we consider that the 
precoder at MBS is static at the beginning of interaction 
between the two systems, i.e. its value does not change 
every TTI. As the precoder fmV  is static, it is assumed that 
its value is also known at the small-cell terminals. There-
fore, this method requires no inter-system cooperation. For 
example we assume the precoder at MBS is the all ones 
matrix, i.e. fm V 1 . 
3.1.3 Coordinated 2n-Bit Method 
In order to achieve a commitment between perform-
ance and inter-system information-exchange requirements 
of the full-coordinated and uncoordinated-static methods, 
we propose a coordinated 2n-bit method. For this case we 
consider the same precoder used for full-coordinated ap-
proach in order to design the alignment direction. How-
ever, only a quantized version of the alignment vector is 
exchanged between the two systems. Therefore, we quan-
tize the alignment direction with 2n bits ( n  bits for the real 
and n  bits for the complex part, where 1,2,3,..n  ). The 
quantized alignment direction is given by 
 ( {( )}) ( {( )})f f fq Q Qf Re jf Im  AA A   (23) 
where fQ(.) denotes a quantization function, the Re{.} and 
Im{.} are the real and imaginary parts of alignment direc-
tion Af. In this manuscript, for the sake of simplicity, we 
consider only uniform quantizers. To remove both the 
interference from the MBS to the SUTs and the interfer-
ence that the SBSs cause in the MUT we follow the same 
procedure as for the full coordinated method. Notice that 
for this case the MBS precoder is also quantized, by taking 
into account the zero interference condition 
,null( )
f f
q m q VA , ,fm qV  is a quantized version of fmV . 
3.2 Joint IA with SFBC/Double-SFBC 
Methods 
In this section, with the aim to completely eliminate 
the need to exchange any information between the macro 
and small-cell systems, we design new joint IA and 
SFBC/double-SFBC schemes.  
As seen in the full-coordinated and coordinated 2n-
Bit methods, the design of the precoder at the MBS and 
filter matrix at the SUTs depends on the channel 1
fG  be-
tween the MBS and MUT. The key idea behind the use of 
SFBC/double-SFBC at the macro-cell system is that, it 
allows the design of filter matrix at SUTs without having 
any coordination between the two systems. More specifi-
cally, the small-cells just need to sense that the macro-cell 
system is using a SFBC/double-SFBC scheme. 
Lets start by describing both the design of the align-
ment direction and filter matrix for the methods with SFBC 
(i.e. joint IA with SFBC and joint IA with Double-SFBC). 
For the sake of simple representation, we can rewrite the 
received signals in equations (14) and (15), 1fsky  and 
*
2( )f
sky  
(after the application of the conjugate operator) at the 
kSUT  on subcarrier 1f  and 2f  in matrix form as follows 
         
 
1 1 1 1 1
* * * * *
2 2 2 2 2
1
*
2
0 0
0 0
           
f f f f f
sk k m k s
f f f f f
sk k m k s
f
sk
f
sk
                                     
     
y F x H x
y F x H x
n
n
 (24) 
According to (5) for the Alamouti SFBC and (8) for 
the double-Alamouti SFBC the concatenation of the trans-
mitted signal on subcarriers 1f  and 2f  is given, respec-
tively, by 
   
1
1,2 1,2
*
2
1,2
1,2
1
2
1 0
0 1
0 1
1 0 fm
f
m
f
m f f
m mf
m
d
d
                   d
V
x
V d
x

  (25) 
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  

1
1,2 1,2
*
2
1,2
1,2
1
2
3
4
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
f
m
f
m
f
m f f
m mf
m
d
d
d
d
                                 
d
V
x
V d
x

  (26) 
The MBS precoder 1,2 1 2(f ) (f )[ , ]
H Hf H
m m mV V V  for this 
case is applied jointly for two consecutive subcarriers 1f  
and 2f . Notice that for this case the precoder is constant 
and independent of the macro channel 1
fG , i.e. 
1,2 2 2{ 1,0,1} .m mf M Nm
 V  
In order to cancel the interference coming from MBS 
towards the kSUT , we need to compute an appropriate 
filter matrix at the kSUT . Let the filter matrix 1,2
f
kW  based 
on equation (20) for the two subcarriers be given by 
 1,2 1,2 1,2null( )f f fk k mW F V   (27) 
where 
*
1,2 1 2( )diag( , )f f fk k kF F F  and 1,2fmV  denotes the con-
stant matrices shown in (5) and (8) for the Alamouti and 
double-Alamouti SFBCs, respectively. As 1,2fmV  is a con-
stant matrix for these two cases, there is no need to ex-
change any information from the macro-cell to the small 
cells for the computation of the filtering matrices, contrar-
ily to the full coordinated and coordinated 2n-Bit methods. 
The alignment direction 1,2fA  for both joint IA with 
SFBC and joint IA with Double-SFBC schemes spans two 
subcarriers and is expressed, respectively as 
For the joint IA with SFBC method: 
 1,2
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
f     
A   (28) 
For the joint IA with Double-SFBC method: 
 1,2
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
f
       
A   (29) 
From (25) and (26) we verify that by setting the align-
ment as described in equations (28) and (29) for the joint 
IA with SFBC and joint IA with Double-SFBC methods 
respectively, the interference from MBS is completely 
removed at SUTs. This is made possible due to the redun-
dancy present in the MBS transmitted data symbols.  
3.3 Information Exchange Requirements 
Comparison  
The full-coordinated method has the highest inter-
system information sharing requirements, since the macro-
cell system must coordinate with the small-cell system in 
order to share 2MmNm real numbers, per subcarrier. For 
an OFDM based system 2MmNmNc reals can be huge num-
ber. The uncoordinated-static approach does not require 
any information exchange between the two systems, but as 
shown in the next section, this results in significant per-
formance degradation for the macro-cell system.  
To achieve a good trade-off between information ex-
change overhead and performance, we propose a coordi-
nated 2 n -Bit method that enables a significant reduction in 
the information exchange requirements, i.e. from 2MmNmNc 
real numbers to 2nMmNmNc bits. This method, as shown in 
Sec. 4, achieves close to optimal performance.  
The specification for methods that can achieve per-
formance close to the full-coordinated method without any 
information exchange is of great importance. Therefore, we 
also propose a new joint IA with SFBC/double-SFBC 
scheme where no information needs to be exchanged be-
tween the two systems, i.e. these approaches have the same 
requirements as the uncoordinated static approach, but with 
a performance close to the full-coordinated method. 
A summary of the inter-system information-exchange re-
quirements is presented in Tab. 1.  
 
Methods Information-Exchange Requirements 
Full-Coordinated 2MmNmNc Real Number 
Uncoordinated-Static 0 
Coordinated 2n-Bit 2nMmNmNc bits 
Joint IA and SFBC 0 
Joint IA with Double-SFBC 0 
Tab. 1. Comparison of inter-system information exchange 
requirements. 
4. Simulation Results and Discussion 
In this section, we provide the performance assess-
ment of our proposed methods. We compare them to the 
full-coordinated and uncoordinated-static methods with the 
help of simulations. We consider scenarios, with 2 small-
cells (i.e. K = 2) within the coverage area of a MBS but 
adding more small-cells will not impact on the perform-
ance of macro-cell system, since the interference can be 
completely eliminated irrespective the number of small-
cells. We assume that the SBSs are able to cooperate 
through a backhaul network to a CU to perform joint proc-
essing of signals. We consider two scenarios:  
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 Scenario 1: The number of antennas at the MBS, 
SBSs and SUTs is 2, and single antenna MUT, i.e. 
2m s sM M N   , 1mN    
 Scenario 2: The number of antennas at the MBS, 
SBSs and SUTs is 4, and 2 at the MUT 
4m s sM M N   , 2mN  .  
It is assumed that SBSs are uniformly distributed within 
the boundaries of a macro-cell. The coverage radius of the 
MBS and each SBS is 2000 m and 600 m, respectively and 
the power of the MUT is assumed to be 4 times higher than 
the power of SUTs. 
We consider the ITU pedestrian channel model B, 
with modified tap delays according to the sampling fre-
quency specified in LTE standards. A path loss exponent 
of 3.5 has been considered. The SNR at the cell edge is 
defined as (Pt R–θ/2), where   is the path loss exponent 
and R is the cell-radius, where it can be equal to 600 m or 
2000 m for macro-cell and small-cell systems, respectively. 
Pt is the transmit power at UT and it can be equal to Pm, if 
the Bit-Error Rate (BER) is measured for the macro-cell 
system or it can be equal to Ps, if the BER is calculated for 
the small-cell system. The OFDM parameters used for 
simulating both the macro-cell and small-cell systems are: 
FFT size = 1024 (where only 128 subcarriers are used for 
both the systems); sampling frequency fs = 15.36 MHz; 
cyclic prefix length cp = 5.21 μs and subcarrier separation 
is 15 kHz. In order to allow an appropriate comparison, all 
the considered methods are evaluated for the same spectral 
efficiency. Therefore, we used 16-QAM modulation for the 
proposed joint IA with SFBC, the coordinated 2n-bit, full-
coordinated and uncoordinated-static schemes, and QPSK 
for the proposed IA with double-SFBC one. 
Let us start by considering the first scenario. For this 
case we compare the performance of the coordinated  
2n-bit, joint IA with SFBC, full-coordinated, and uncoordi-
nated-static methods. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we present the 
BER performance of the first scenario (using 16-QAM 
modulation for all the curves) for the macro-cell and small-
cell systems. In Fig. 5, we compare the performance of the 
proposed coordinated 2n-bit method by using different 
values of 1, 2,3n   with the full-coordinated and uncoordi-
nated-static methods. 
As it can be verified from Fig. 5, the performance of 
coordinated 4-bit and 6-bit methods almost overlaps with 
full-coordinated method. On the other hand, the perform-
ance of coordinated 2-bit approach is also quite close to the 
optimal performance. As the performance of the 2-bit is 
very close to the performance of the 4 and 6-bit cases the 
2-bit is preferable as the information exchange require-
ments are lower. The BER performance of the joint IA 
with SFBC approach has a gap of around 3 dB as com-
pared to the full-coordinated case, since SFBC scheme can 
provide an array gain of 1. On the other hand, the informa-
tion-exchange requirements of joint IA with SFBC and 
uncoordinated-static  methods  are similar  but the  joint IA 
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Fig. 5. BER performance for the macro-cell system and for 
scenario 1. 
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Fig. 6. BER performance for the small-cell system and for 
scenario 1.  
with SFBC scheme provides much better performance 
(a gap or around 7 dB for a target BER of 310 ) as com-
pared to the uncoordinated-static method. 
The BER curve of the small-cell system (for the first 
scenario) is presented in Fig. 6. We just compared the full-
coordinated and joint IA with SFBC methods since the 
performance of full-coordinated, coordinated 2n-bit and 
uncoordinated-static methods are identical. This can be 
explained by the fact that the design of filter matrix is not 
dependent on the small-cell channels 1[ ]k
f
k K H . Therefore, 
the equivalent channel preserves the original channel dis-
tribution. As verified from Fig. 6, the BER performance of 
joint IA with SFBC has around 3 dB better performance as 
compared to the full-coordinated approach. This is due to 
the fact that for the SFBC scheme every symbol is trans-
mitted over two subcarriers, contrarily to the full-coordi-
nated method where each symbol only spans one sub-
carrier. 
Let us now consider the second scenario. For this case 
we compare the performance of the coordinated 2n-bit, 
joint IA with Double-SFBC, full-coordinated, and uncoor-
dinated-static methods. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, we present the 
BER performance of our second scenario for the macro-
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cell and small-cell system, respectively. Notice that in this 
scenario we used QPSK modulation for the joint IA with 
Double-SFBC approach. From Fig. 7, we can observe that 
the coordinated 2n-Bit approach once again provides quite 
close to optimal performance. On the other hand, the per-
formance of joint IA with Double-SFBC approach has 
a gap of around 3 dB as compared to the full-coordinated 
method and achieves much better performance (a gap of 
around 12 dB for a target BER of 310 ) as compared to the 
uncoordinated-static scheme, even if the information-ex-
change requirements of both the schemes are identical. In 
Fig. 8, we compare the BER performance of proposed joint 
IA with Double-SFBC with the full-coordinated method 
for the small-cell system. The proposed joint IA with Dou-
ble-SFBC scheme provides around 3 dB better perform-
ance as compared to the case where full coordination is 
allowed between the two tiers. 
In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we compare the BER curves of 
joint IA with Double-SFBC (using QPSK modulation) and 
joint IA with SFBC (using 16-QAM modulation) schemes 
for the macro-cell and small-cell system, respectively.  
As it can be seen from Fig. 9, the performance of joint 
IA with Double-SFBC is around 5 dB better as compared 
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Fig. 7. BER performance for the macro-cell system and for 
scenario 2. 
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Fig. 8. BER performance for the small-cell system and for 
scenario 2. 
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Fig. 9. BER performance at macro-cell system for Joint IA 
with Double-SFBC and Joint IA with SFBC. 
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Fig. 10. BER performance at small-cell system for Joint IA 
with Double-SFBC and Joint IA with SFBC. 
to the case where standard SFBC scheme is used in con-
junction with IA for the macro-cell system. At the small-
cell system, the performance of joint IA with Double-
SFBC is around 8 dB better than the joint IA with SFBC 
scheme as shown in Fig. 10. This is due to the fact that the 
Double-SFBC scheme offers both the transmit and receive 
diversity as compared to the standard SFBC scheme where 
it provides just the transmit diversity. Moreover, high order 
modulation (16-QAM) is used for the joint IA with SFBC 
and therefore it is more prone to errors than the IA with 
double-SFBC that uses QPSK modulation. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed several interference align-
ment schemes for the downlink of heterogeneous based 
systems, where a set of small-cells coexists with the macro-
cell sharing the same spectrum. The full-coordinated 
method provides the best performance but with very high 
inter-system information-exchange requirements. On the 
other hand, for the uncoordinated-static approach, there is 
no need of information exchange between the two systems 
but the macro-cell system experiences the worst perform-
ance, which is not acceptable for the macro-cell system, 
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since it has the priority to access the available resources. 
To overcome the shortcomings of full-coordinated and the 
uncoordinated-static methods, we proposed the coordinated 
2n-bit and joint IA with SFBC/double-SFBC schemes. We 
have shown that using only 2-4 bit to quantize the align-
ment direction is enough to achieve a performance close to 
the one given by the full-coordinated approach. 
The proposed joint IA with SFBC/Double-SFBC 
schemes enables the small-cell system to opportunistically 
access the free space resources of the macro-cell system 
without degrading its performance. Moreover, these 
methods provide improved performance with comparable 
inter-system information-exchange requirements to the 
uncoordinated-static approach. Thus, the proposed methods 
allow the network to achieve the benefits of full-coordi-
nated and uncoordinated-static methods without their main 
drawbacks. To conclude we can clearly state that the pro-
posed methods can be very useful for the future 5G based 
networks.  
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